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Unavoidable Limitations of 3 + 3

• Intended for treatments where toxicity increases with dose

• Treats large proportions of participants at potentially
sub-therapeutic doses

• Can be slow to escalate even if no DLTs are observed

• No quantitative mechanism for employing prior knowledge
about toxicity

• Eliminates bad doses from further consideration, but is
underpowered for selecting among the remaining doses:

• 95% exact 1-sided CI for 0 DLTs in 6 patients: (0,0.39)
• 95% exact 1-sided CI for 1 DLTs in 6 patients: (0,0.58)
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• Monitoring toxicity is different from escalating on toxicity

• If toxicity is low, escalation will just move to highest dose

• Highest dose may not be best dose

• If added component really does reduce toxicity, escalating on
toxicity may not choose most useful dose

• Cohort sizes of 3 and 6 are often too small to be useful for the
most relevant objectives
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• Test Ho : ρ = 0, one-sided, α = 0.05
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Expansion Cohort?

• No provision for incorporation of expansion cohort safety
responses into estimate of RP2D

• High probability of expansion at suboptimal dose

• Maximal (at p = 0.5) 95% exact two-sided binomial
confidence interval based on 12 patients: (0.21,0.79)
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• Escalation on toxicity produces poor operating characteristics
when the probability of toxicity is very low or a monotonic
dose-toxicity relationship is unlikely
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• Estimate biologically effective doses

• Eliminate biologically ineffective doses from further
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• Assess relationships between markers at biologically effective
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Two- (or Three-) Stage Randomized Trial with
Continual Monitoring (Adapted from Su, 2010)

• Global stopping rule for toxicity

• Start by establishing response at highest dose

• Interim analysis (frequentist), or continual assessment
(Bayesian)

• Stop trial if response to highest dose is not significant

• Once activity is established at highest dose, add
randomization to lower dose

• Interim analysis (frequentist), or continual assessment
(Bayesian) comparing doses

• If lower dose is not as effective, stop, otherwise, choose lower
dose as minimal biologically effective or lower the dose further
and repeat
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Two-Stage Design, Example 1

# Resp / # Trt p̂ 90% CI

High 20/27 0.74 (0.57,0.87)
Low 11/17 0.65 (0.42,0.83)
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# Resp / # Trt p̂ 90% CI

High 16/22 0.73 (0.53,0.87)
Low 7/16 0.44 (0.23,0.67)
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Scenario 2: Combination Therapy to Reduce
Toxicity

• Conventional therapy (IL-2) is administered until toxicity
occurs

• Add new component to IL-2

• Goal: increase number of IL-2 doses administered

• Response-adaptively randomization of dose of new component
modulated by number doses of IL-2

• Include control arm (IL-2 only) to verify number of doses can
be increased

• Accrual goal: 50 participants randomized to four doses
(including control)
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Why Do We Persist In Undersizing Studies?

• Expose limited number of patients to potentially ineffective
and/or toxic therapies

• Need to accrue evidence a novel therapy has potential prior to
investment

• Institutional pressure to produce trial results quickly
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Why Do We Persist In Undersizing Studies?

• Tversky & Kahneman, Science 1974

• We use heuristics that tend to overweight the evidence from
the first few data points in a series
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• Consensus on primary objectives

• Concordance on next step in developmental program

• Larger trials are difficult for young investigators
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Adaptive Trials are Not Magic

• Reductions in sample size may be elusive

• Implementation may be complicated

• Data management and analysis must be prompt

• Comparisons of results from trials with different designs is
challenging
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Can’t We All Just Get Along?

• Use development process to determine the primary objective

• Realistically power the study to achieve primary objective

• Assess all the relevant operating characteristics of a given
design

• Employ novel designs if we really think they will help

• Mutually engage bench scientists, trialists and statisticians
during design, implementation and analysis
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